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Hi Deb,
 
I spoke with Senate President Kathy Puckett and she confirmed, on behalf of the Senate,
that the formation of a University Laboratory Safety Committee was an appropriate and
accepted outcome of the recommendation outlined in Senate Motion 2014-67.
 
The Senate is happy to see this important committee progressing.  As always, the Senate
or Senate office is here to assist if anything is needed. 
 
Thanks, Chuck Barbee
 
Chuck Barbee MPA
Director, ASU office of the University Senate
480-965-7940 Office  /  charles.barbee@asu.edu

 
From: Debra Murphy 
Sent: Monday, December 05, 2016 5:08 PM
To: Charles Barbee <Charles.Barbee@asu.edu>
Subject: Senate Motion 2014-67
 
Hi Chuck – I am hoping you can shepherd a question from the University Laboratory Safety
Committee (ULSC). As the committee is reviewing their progress for the past year and preparing
their annual report we identified a discrepancy.  All along since inception the ULSC has been working
under a charge of increasing support for the culture of laboratory safety. As we were fact checking
the Senate Motion we see that what came out of the Senate Motion was a recommendation for a
“UNIVERISTY SAFETY COMMITTEE”. I was asked to confirm that the intent of the senate motion was
the same as our current operational charge related to laboratory safety. If we agree is there any way
the senate could confirm our understanding so that the records match accordingly?
 
Please let me know if you have questions and what actions are necessary to ensure we are all on the
same page as we move forward.
 
I hope to have the final report from the committee next week and will be sharing it with your office
to distribute to the senate leadership.
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Thank you in advance.

Deb


